Happy New Year!

Let 2020 be a new year of new experiences here at The Museum of Flight!

You may be a pro at attending Connections events, but have you ever toured our Space Shuttle Trainer Crew Compartment or journeyed to space in 3D? Ever attended an Aerospace Update, or gotten hands-on with a Weekend Family Workshop? You don't need a Connections membership for these activities, but Connections members are welcome to participate!

Whether you're available any day of the week or just on weekends, there's a unique experience waiting for you this year...explore some of them below!
Shuttle Trainer Tours

Daily | Multiple times

This is a Museum of Flight exclusive! Our 6-person, 30-minute tour of the Space Shuttle Trainer Crew Compartment will allow you to go where few have gone before. You will receive a safety briefing and historic overview before stepping aboard to explore both levels of the Crew Compartment—where every Shuttle astronaut trained.

Learn More

Audio Guides

Daily | 10 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Audio guides allow you to learn about and explore the Museum on your own terms. Our convenient technology lets you decide which exhibits, artifacts and aircraft you want to know more about and delivers rich history, at the touch of a button. Audio guides are available in English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese, Mandarin, and Russian.

Learn More
3D Movie Theater

Daily | Multiple times

Experience the wonder of aviation, spaceflight and more in our 3D theater. Current films include *Touch the Stars* (3D), *Aircraft Carrier - City at Sea* (3D), and *Space Next*. Have you already seen these all? New films occasionally added, stay tuned!

Learn More

Spacequest VR

Daily | 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M

Want to feel what it was like to travel to the Moon and back? Check out our new Virtual Reality Motion Benches for *Spacequest VR*. This immersive 4-5-minute experience puts you in the place of Apollo 11 astronauts on their way to the Moon and back!

Learn More
Weekend Family Workshop: Astronaut Training

Come by any weekend in January and learn about what it takes to go to space! Participate in some astronaut training activities and learn about the skills and technology astronauts use when traveling outside of Earth's atmosphere.

LEARN MORE

A look ahead...

February 6: Connections Enrollment at Free First Thursday

February 8: Mission to the Moon Sleepover (Connections Members only!)

February 15 & 16: 2020 NorthWest Scale Modelers Show

February 29: History of the Tuskegee Airmen

March 3: Homeschool Day: STEM Exploration (Connections Members only!)

LEARN MORE
Connections is a free, educational membership for students ages 5-18. For a list of your benefits, click here.
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